PAVRO CONFERENCE 2018 EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS
Thursday, May 3,
9:30 – 11:00
1A

Janic Gorayeb
Ripple Effect Leadership Consulting
& Events

Living Organizational Values to Create a
Culture of Communication and
Collaboration
This workshop will provide suggestions on
how to utilize organizational values to guide
internal workplace communications. As
employees and volunteers of an organization,
how do members of a team work better
together to create a cohesive and functional
group? When engaging a team,
organizational values should be the starting
point and the foundation of creating a desired
culture.
Workplace values are the guiding principles
that are most important to what we do in our
work. These deeply held principles are
utilized to choose between right and wrong
ways of working, making important decisions
and communicating with colleagues and
volunteers. Workplace values help to set the
tone of an organization and help identify what
the organization cares about.

1B

Ellis Katsof

Overview of how Baby Boomers have
changed the “retirement” process.

MyProtirement
3 Main Takeaways from the Presentation,
include:
Learning about the 3-Stage Protirement
Change Process including: adjusting to the
Retirement Stage; surviving the Transition
Zone; and enjoying the Protirement Stage;
• Exploring the Protirement
Checkerboard and its 17 Protirement

activities, including 4 work-related
activities and 13 non-work activities
including numerous volunteering
activities; and
• Reviewing Pre-retirement Advice,
related to preparing for retirement while
still working, and Protirement Advice,
related to life during the third chapter of
your life. All advice was given by the 100
interviewees for the book Life 3.0

1C

Temi Adewumi
TAGb Consulting

How to effectively incorporate volunteers
into your organization’s communications
strategy
Most not for profits often rely on volunteer
input to deliver their communications. The
advent of digital media now means that there
are more ways to communicate, but also,
more opportunities for inaccurate messages
to be sent out. To ensure your organization
is represented effectively, it is crucial that
both staff and volunteers are trained on how
to deliver consistent, effective messages. Key
objectives: • What communications roles
should be handled by staff, and what should
be handled by volunteers. • An exploration of
how volunteers can use different digital
communications channels to deliver
distinctive messages for community building,
advocacy or publicity. • How to create
guidelines and policies to ensure consistent
messages are delivered over multiple
traditional and digital communications
channels. • An overview of collaborative
software that a communications team can
use to ensure consistency and control of the
organization’s message.

1D

Deban Brunette

The Engaged Volunteer

Neighbour to Neighbour Centre,
Hamilton

My focus is on the training & retention part of
the Volunteer Cycle. It takes lots of planning,
time, and effort to get to this point, but the
alternative is much more time consuming. If I
had not utilized this design I would not have

been able to grow the program beyond year
three.
The program design allows me time for all the
other demands of my job, budgeting, grant
writing, program development, etc. The
person who would most benefit from the
presentation: Anyone who supervises
volunteers who are directly engaged in
delivery of programs or services.

11:15 – 12:45
2A

Saskia Rinkoff
imagineNATlvE Film + Media Arts
Festival

2B

Lori Robinson

Volunteer Award for Arts & Culture
Toronto - V.A.A.C.T Description: ln 2016
seven arts and culture organizations based in
Toronto decided to develop the Volunteer
Award for Arts and Culture Toronto
(V.A.A.C.T) in celebration of the many
volunteers who support multiple festivals and
events throughout the year. Although the
topic is rooted in the arts and culture sector,
the basic structure of the volunteer awards
program is applicable to any group of likeminded organizations that wish to recognize
and celebrate their volunteers in a meaningful
way. lt is also suitable for any Volunteer
Manager who wishes to improve or expand
on their volunteer recognition program and
may want to take a fresh look at how to
develop a new initiative.
Communicate with Style
Having a strong communication style can
open doors and captivate audiences.
We communicate everyday, but
communicating well is a different story.
Beyond say what you mean, mean what you
say – Communicate with Style will share key
strategies to enhance your own
communication style to maximize the impact
your message. Chances are that you'll
sometimes have to speak in public as part of
your role. While this can seem intimidating,
the benefits of being able to speak well
outweigh any perceived fears.

2C

Anna Naud

Board Governance in the Not-for-Profit
Sector – Tips and Tools to Protect Your

Mason Bennett Johncox Professional
Corporation

2D

Andy Leung, CVRM

Board and to Help Your Board Govern
Legally and Effectively
An organization’s directors and officers are its
most influential, and most vulnerable
volunteers. The objective of the session will
be to discuss the legal role of a board of
directors; the legal responsibilities and
liabilities of individual directors and officers;
the different types of board of directors and
how to evolve into a policy governance board;
and tools to create a harmonious relationship
between management and the board of
directors.
Is your Volunteer Department living in the
21st century?
Learn about the different tools, tips and tricks
your volunteer department can use to engage
a wide variety of age groups in your
organization. This session will share up-todate trends and rejuvenate your volunteer
program by modernizing the way you
communicate with your volunteers.
Modernizing your volunteer department can
significantly improve youth engagement,
retention and ultimately bring out the most of
your volunteer program. Topics will include
discussions basic and advanced tools; all
essential must-haves for all volunteer
professionals

3:00 – 4:30
3A

Suzanne Clark
Four Corners Group

HANDING OVER THE BATON: Planning
Successful Volunteer & Volunteer Leader
Transitions
Sustained achievement of
any volunteer program requires careful
succession planning. Yet, beyond selecting a
successor, how the transition is managed can
make the difference between success and
failure. When left to chance, transitions for
key volunteers (or
leaders of volunteer
programs) can be complicated and
challenging, resulting in costly consequences
for an organization. Fortunately, by planning
and anticipating the most common
challenges, organizations can move smoothly
through the key volunteer and

volunteer leader transitions with
confidence.
After attending his session, participants will
be able to:
1. Develop a comprehensive plan for offboarding and on-boarding key volunteers.
2. Help set, their organization up for transition
success when planning their own resignation
or retirement.
3. Implement strategies to enter their next
volunteer leadership role with as smooth a
transition as possible.

3B

Lori Robinson

Building relationships with difficult people
We don’t always get to choose with whom we
work. Sometimes you just do not click. We
will review to what a respectful workplace is
and isn’t while discussing reasons for conflict
in the workplace. Creative approaches to
confidently managing team conflict by
preparing for the “discussion” by focusing on
problem solving using practical tools

3C

Shaminda Perera, MEAE

Significance of a Learning Culture in Notfor-Profits

Volunteer MBC
Not-for-profit organizations make a significant
impact in the communities they serve.
Operating under very challenging
circumstances in relation to funding,
volunteer turnover, and availability of
resources, it is essential that not-for-profits
pay special attention to the productivity of the
organization. Productivity makes a significant
impact on the organization’s growth and
sustainability. Productivity helps drive the
organization forward and is a key indicator of
cost-efficiency. An often, overlooked solution
in our sector to improve productivity is
strategizing learning and development as an
organizational culture. As we celebrate 20
years of volunteer leadership, the time is now
to think of transforming our not-for-profits and
volunteer programs to be rooted in an
organizational learning culture.

3D

Friday, May 4
10:00 – 11:30
4A

Liz Cascagnette

In this context, the session’s objectives are to
help the audience:
1. Understand how to strategize learning and
development as a culture rather than a
tactical (reactive) response.
2. Identify how to capitalize an affordable
technology integration to support the learning
culture.
Growing Pains and Trends in Recruitment

Central North Correctional Centre

Are volunteers lining up at your door to
volunteer? You may have asked yourself this
question and pondered a solution that would
help bring more volunteers into your
organization. Trends in recruitment have
changed over the past 20 years with the
introduction of social media, volunteer
management software, changing
demographics and the expansion of a diverse
population. Human Rights have made us
more aware of being inclusive in our
recruitment practices so that everyone has
the same chances to volunteer, and there are
just so many opportunities for volunteers to
make an impact so we have to develop
strategies that embrace these folks so that
they can become the change maker they
dream of becoming.

Sue Stilson

Are we there yet? Time and money well
spent

SB Leadership

4B

Vera Voroskolevska

We invest time and energy into initiatives big
and small; perhaps receive funding to deliver
a program; but how do we ensure we’re on
track and in the end, report success?
Effective evaluation is essential to ensure
human and financial resource investments
are delivering their intended results. Whether
you’re launching a new program or have one
in progress, participants will discover
inquisitive evaluation thinking, learn how to
imbed evaluation into programs from the getgo, explore qualitative and qualitative
assessments and consider methods to collect
appropriate data and information to assess
results
Stop unreasonable expectations and find
your balance

The presentation will cover: managing work,
personal life, and other multiple priorities managing high conflict relationships (personal
and professional) that interfere with your work
serving volunteers - what to do when
demands exceed available organizational and
personal resources? - finding time for yourself
and those who truly matter - last resort…let’s
talk about it.
4C

Eric Plato

Budgeting for Your Volunteer
Management Program

Plato Training and Consulting
Learning Objectives
Making the Case for a Volunteer
Budget
• Best Practices in Budgeting
• Key Elements of a Volunteer Budget
• Assigning Economic Value for your
Volunteer Program
•

4D

Jan Bailey, BA, MAEd

On-the-Spot Speaking Secrets

Shona Welsh, BA, MCEd, CHRL

In this interactive, high-energy session,
participants will learn and practice three
successful speaker secrets they can
implement immediately. Whether challenged
to present ‘on-the-spot’ or in a prepared
speech, the way participants deliver
speeches will forever change after this
session.

O V A T I O N

Key Messages: Participants will walk away
knowing how to apply immediately three
powerful speaking techniques:
1. The Affect Effect
2. The New Ropes Phenomenon
3. The Thousand Words Approach
“All speaking is public speaking,
whether it’s to one person or a thousand.”
-

Roger Love

1:15 – 2:45
5A

Reva Cooper

Strategic Thinking to Position Yourself
and Volunteers for True Impact

Reva Cooper Consulting
Do people understand what you do? Are your
colleagues and supervisors aware of the
broad range of professional skills and
competencies required to be a successful
Manager of Volunteer Resources? This
workshop will give you the information and
tools you need to convey the value of what
you do. By building professional credibility
and power you will be better positioned to
effectively meet both your organizational and
your personal goals.
5B

Jamie Tyrell

Giving all you have: Tools and Strategies
to deal with Compassion Fatigue and
Vicarious Trauma
Everyone who is in the helping field will at
some point in their career experience various
levels of compassion fatigue, vicarious
trauma, burnout, moral distress, frustration
and stress which could lead to people

becoming negative, cynical, avoiding clients,
calling in sick often, contributing to declining
morale and leaving the profession. With
increase in caseloads, budget cut backs and
an increase in client needs, how do we take
care of ourselves? Do you spend all day
trying to provide solutions and solve problems
for others, but are too tired to do anything
after 6 p.m.? Are there solutions for people
to help themselves? Who would have
thought that those in the helping field would
be affected by the countless stories heard
across the desk?

5C

Michael Scheil
Strategic Change Group

Project Management for Non Project
Managers
This presentation will be focused on
managers and program leaders who need to
plan, implement and manage (or participate
in) projects even though they don’t have
project management training. The
presentation will be interactive with the
crowd, with mini-quizzes throughout the
presentation. It is aimed at both those who
will lead projects, but also anyone who is
involved in managing or participating in
projects and wants to know a little more.
The top three objectives of the training will be
to:
1. Strengthen each participants’ ability to
feel comfortable planning and
managing projects (without any other
training);
2. Develop theoretical knowledge of core
project management concepts that
are most important for non-profit
organizations; and,
3. Provide participants the confidence
and tools to manage projects
The content is based on Project Management
Institute (PMI) best practices, but is brought
to the realm of the project management lay
person based on the presenter’s 18 years of
experience managing projects in the not-for-

profit, community and broader public services
sector.
5D

Erin Huber
The Darling Home for Kids

Engaging and Leading Volunteers with
Disabilities
Being a volunteer leader means being open
to, understanding, and including persons of
all demographics and abilities into our
organizations. As volunteer leaders, we need
to be better equipped to meet the needs of
our volunteers and in turn understand the
value that people with disabilities can bring to
our organizations. As a volunteer
engagement professional, but also a person
with a myriad of experience in the sector of
disability it is my hope to expand our
knowledge and provide application tools for
moving our volunteer programs forward and
making them more accessible.
Key Objectives:
1. Acknowledge the barriers that exist for
persons with disabilities and understand how
we, as individuals and organizations can help
in overcoming them.
2. Learn what an inclusive and accessible
framework looks like for your volunteer
program and obtain the tools to implement
this structure.
3. Understand the value persons with
disabilities can add to our organizations.
4. Gain valuable and practical skills to both
apply and share.

